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The University of Maine &Orono
student newspaper
since 1875

AUGUSTA -- Supporters of students, faculty and the Board of Trustees
squared off in public hearings held by
the state legislature's Education
Committee concerning three bills

which would affect the University of
Maine system here Tuesday.
The bills, sponsored by State Sen.
Kenneth Hayes of Veazie, would
change the name of the University of
Maine at Orono to the University of
Maine while the current University of
Maine would become the University of

Residential Life will enforce
one-year room contracts to
counter enrollment decline
You'd better plan carefully before
you sign that room contract for next
year. Beginning next fall, once you've
moved into a dormitory on campus,
Residential Life is determined to make
sure you'll stay there.
Because of declining enrollment and
a decrease in the number of
overcrowded rooms on campus,
Residential Life will enforce the
existing one-year room contracts. In.
effect, moving off campus would result
in forfeiting the remainder of your

room and board money.
"In the past, the trustees allowed us
to break the traditional one-year room
contracts when we had an overcrowded
situation," said Greg STone, director
of York Complex.
"But now, with fewer people
attending school, and an increase in
non-traditional students, our pool is
being reduced," said Stone. "All of it
is due to that changing constituency."
Stodder Complex Director Barbara
Smith agreed that change in student
trends is creating a change in policy.
"In the past, the university could
always fill a space when someone left.

Maine system. Also, the BOT would which may last an hour or'not be held
expand members by adding two at all, These briefing sessions do not
students and two faculty members, allow faculty or student input. I tried to
.and a comniiion Would be created to make input when I was head of the
make recommendations on what Council of Colleges. I asked the BOT,
direction public higher education in 'What'questions do you have for us?'
Maine should take in the future.
and I never got a question."
Hayes said the reason for adding
Francis Brown, vice chairman of the
students and faculty to the BOT is "to BOT , said students do provide input
provide opportunity for both producers to the board. "The word input has
and consumers of education to have an different meanings. I suspect there are
input. Structurally the BOT is far away people who feel because we make
from the educational process. They
can't spend a great deal of time certain decisions against the input, we
don't listen to them. At all our
investigating it and must depend on
meetings students have the opporlimited information."
tunity to provide input. I want very
Craig Freshley, student government ,
much to know how the students are
president at UMO, said, "The BOT is
thinking, and I think that's possible
not providing for a member to without putting one on the BOT."
represent the concerns, interests and
The state sided with the BOT as
gripes of the some 22,000 students Jane Lincoln, special assistant to
throughout the seven campuses of the Governor Joseph Brennan, told the
University of Maine system."
committee Brennan is satisfied with
At one time there was a liasion the BOT's consultation of students and
council which served on the BOT"for faculty.
"The BOT's members do not
students and faculty, but that ended
function,
and are not supposed to, as
with collective barzaining, Stewart
Doty, professor of history at UMO, representing constituent interests,Lincoln said. "No one student could
told the committee.
"The BOT felt the best way to avoid represent all students and campuses.
a conflict of interest (with the faculty That student would articulate interests
on collective bargaining) was to he is familiar with."
The committee is currently leaning
eliminate input., gtogether," Doty'
said. "Now the 'TEvel of input is a toward sending the bill out to the
briefing session at BOT meetings
(See BOT on page 8)
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Senior Weekfeatures movie,party and dance
By Cary Olson
Staff Writer
Monday marked the beginning of
Senior Week with activities planned
each night for members of the senior
Pledges for the Senior
class.
Challenge and information sessions on
business world matters are taking
place this month.
A senior class meeting was held
Tuesday afternoon in Hauck Auditorium.
.Wednesday is Senior Movie Night.
The movies "M*A*S*H" and "The
Graduate" will be shown at 7:30 p.m.
in the Fieldhouse.

"Joe Mayo, last year's president of
Senior Council, has helped us a lot,"
Lapre said. "He has given us a lot of
sound and iractical advice.When plantiing the activities of the
senior class "we try to incorporate
ideas from seniors if the ideas are
feasible," Lapre said.
Another program involving seniors
is the Senior hallenge. This program
Peter Lapre, a Senior Council _ Is set up to get pledges from seniors.
member, said the council has been
A student pledges a certain amount of
preparing for Senior Week all year.
money to UMO for the next five years
The council has to find the bands for
and can choOse the fund to which he or
the activities and when they 'plan
she wants the money to go.
activities, the policy of Residential Life
Mark Butler, Senior Council memhas to be followed, Lapre said.
ber, said, "Senior Challenge is a way
The Oronoka, Barstans, Time Out
and Pat's Pizza are participating in
Thursday's bar night. Coupons may
be picked up at the Senior COuncil
booth downstairs in the Union.
Senior Week will end Friday night
with a semi-formal dance in Stewart
Commons from 9 p.m. to 1 a.m. Music
will be by the band AXIS.

of showing your appreciation of
UMaine."
Another event for seniors, Senior
Survival Night, will be held two nights,
April Sand 19, from 7-9 p.m. in the
Maines
vUepion.
own Rooms of the Memorial
tudent
The University of
Aldaini Association and t, Office of
Career-Planning and Placement will be
sponsoring this pro/am which will
problems facing
address comm
graduating se ors in the business
world.
The s akers, UMO alumni, will
discuss banking, taxes, insurance and
inyestments.

Revisions to parking rules explained to Senate
By Peter pore
Staff Writer
The action in Tuesday night's Senate
meeting was over before business could
formally begin, as Alan Zeichick,
student representative to the Parking
and Safety Committee, explained some
of the new parking recommendations
on campus.--Zeichick said one of the major
committee recommendations is the
increase in fines for parking violations.
the
Zeichick,
According
to
recommended fines will be $5, $7, and
$10, instead of the present $2, $3, and
$10. Zeichick said the committee
recommended these increases "to cut
down on violation."
Zeichick also said it has been
recommended that anyone; students,

faculty or university staff, having more
than $20 in violations should either be
towed or "booted". He said the
university _would rather use the
"Denver Boot'on violators to save
them the costs of towing.
Zeichick told the Senate other
committee recommendations included
the revision of the color parking codes.
The main change in these codes would
be the elimination of different cod
for students.
This would
le
commuter students to park i dorm
lots and dorm students t park in
commuter
lots.
Another
recommendation call or visitors to
obtain a temporatl parking permit
good for seven .days. It has not been
determined If a fee will be charged for
this pass.
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For Sale

Found
Female dog. Small mixed breed. Black
and white. Red bandana tied around neck
Found near University. Call 866-4833.

Jobs
CRUISE SHIP JOBS! 514-528,000.
Carripean, Hawaii, World. Call for
'Guide, Directory, Newsletter. 1-916-7221111 Ext. UMAINEORONO.

Lost
A small silver scallop shell earing was
lost on or in vicinity of Campus. Please
contact:866-3184 or 581-1173 if you have
found it or can help in finding it.
Last seen upstairs at Delta Tau. This
Maine Basketball Letter Jacket was
misplaced sometime Friday evening. If
anyone knows the whereabouts of this
article, I would appreciate any info. Call
Mark Hedtler 866-4882.

1

sponsored by Universitt of-Maine's Search for -Truth Student Fellowship, will be held at
7:30 p.m. Thursday, Aprii.7, through Saturday,,April 9,.at Memorial Hall, Drummond
Chapel.
Emphasis will be placed upon the Biblical way to receive the Bapti,st
- If of the Holy
Ghost and its importance to a person's spiritual life.
Speakers for the seminar will include the Rev. Alston Oliver, a UMO student and
pastor of the Apostolic Church, Old Town, on Thursday;the Rev. Jack Stewart, pastor
of the Lincoln Full-Gospel Church, Friday and the Rev. Jack Benson, assistant pastor of
the Cardville United Pentecostal Church, Saturday.
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On Wednesday, April 6th in the Ham
Room of _the_lIMO Meincitial-Llaion the
Orono Area Tenants' Association will .,
meet at 6pm. Topic for discussion will be
new legislation introduced into the state
legislature. For further information
contact: Chris Bradley, Off-Campus
Board,'limo Memorial Union, -Orono,
Maine 04469, Phone 581-1840.

Mai

WEDDING DRESS. Traditional white,
lace and pearl trim, with train. Like new.
Small size. 866-3517.
MOTORCYCLE for sale. 1978 Honda
Hawk II 400cc in excellent condition.
Includes two helmets. Denis Grenier 334
Cumberland. Phone 581-4934.

ro01171.

Apartment-2 bedrooms, 1½ baths,
completely furnished. Available MayAugust. Price negotiable. Call 866-4596.
SUMMER SUBLET- Sunny, Spacious,
Furnished, I BR, May 15-August 30. Rent
Negotiable. 581-3866 (days), 947-2537
(eves).
In Orono, now showing and renting
apartments for next fall. -For appoiniment
call 827-2402 or 827-7231.

5th week = Finalists

Trip for two to Florida

The bill, sponsored by Democratic
State Sen. Kenneth Hayes, would
increase the size of the BOT by four
members.
The Senate .voted 26-12, to approve
the bill.

Apartments

Contestants judged
V in Nice Clothes and
Swimsuits.

I
I

Income tax assistance for students, low
- ••;-.
incoMe, elderly and
handicapped.
Wednesday, April 6: 3-5 p.m. in the 1912
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Safety
Committee
Parking and
rejected this proposal.
Labbe said the reason behind his
committee's
recommendation
is
because they feel the current parking
policy is discriminatory against
students, and for the faculty. Labbe
said that faculty can park in any lot
-without --fear of ticketing,- white- students are restricted
to certain__
_
limited parking.
Zeichick said the Parking and Safety
Committee's recommendations would
go before President-Paul Silverman in
the upcoming week. He said students expressing concerns should see him.
In
another
sideline,
Student
Government President Craig Freshley
took a straw vote on the Senate's
opinion of the bill now in hearing in
Alan Zeichick addresses the Senate. the Maine State Legislature, that
would restructure the Board or
(Ronan photo)
Senator Rodney Labbe, chairman of
the student affairs committee, said the
committee would not support; these
changes. Labbe said the comrnittee
originally recommended an open
parking system on campus, but the
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Mitchell to speak
at UMO graduation
By Ken Waltz
Staff Writer

Cambridge said Mitchell was mentioned quite-frequently by the council and
others in their suggestions.
Maine's Democratic U.S. senator:
George J. Mitchell, his been selected
If the weather is inclement two
as the featured speaker at the 165th
seperate ceremonies at 10:30 a.m. and
UMO Commencement exercises May
at 2 p.m. will be held in Alfond Arena.
14.
irst senatorial
Mitchell got his t—
Mitchell, who was elected to his twit experience in May, 1980, when he was
appointed to complete the unexpired
term of former Senator Ednurnd S.
Muskie who was named U.S. Secretary
of State during the Carter Administration,
Students formed a line outside Wells Complex office Tuesday night in hopes of
Before his Senate appointment in
signing up for a room w en the office opened at 8 a.m. Wednesday. (Ronsmt
1980, Mitchell was U.S. District Court
Judge for Maine front 1979 to 1980, 'photo)
and for three years before that was
—(Continued from page 1)
U.S. Attorney for Maine.
y the
Other recommendatibns
A 1954 graduate of Bowdoin 'Next semester e don't expect as much
ave been
College, Mitchell was a trial attorney •r overcrowd' ,and the only exceptions advisory committee whic
in the U.S. Department of Justice
we can ake on the room contracts adopted by Residential e include:
for
two
years
Anti-Trust Division
will • because of extreme financial
-Raising the pric for single rooms
during_ the Kennedy Administration
, methcal- reasons, or fulfillment by S100 per sem er and by S150 for
and from 1%2-65 he was executive'
an academic program," Smith said.
those living i a double-sized room
assistant to Senator Muskie.
Smith said the fraternities may be alone
His current Senate assignments a
adversely affected by the policy.
-No lo •:er designating Cumberland
with the Finance Committee as"I would'guess-that their members Hall
Living/Learning Center.
the
ranking minority member
would be affected by not allowing students for signing up
ohibiting
Subcommittee on Economi Growt1r,
students to move'out in mid-year,"
'voluntary
overcrowds"
Employment and ReveptIe Sharing
Smith said. She said-that she has not,
-COnverting Hart Hall from single-.
and on the subc mittees on
however, been directly contacted by
to co-ed
Sex
trifeTliatibitarTtade nd itti1th7 For
fraternity member.
Also,
Stone said the enrollment
the Environmen and Public Works
tial decrease has been a factor in the
Stone, who heads the Rest
committee he is ranking minority
Life Advisory Committee, •d an decision to close Lewiston Hall at the
member xcir the Environmental
Senator George Mitchell
average of 400 students m e out of Bangor Community College campus.
Pollutio ubcommittee and a member
the dorms annually. If ose spaces
full term as Maine's junior senator in
He said he doesn't see a need for any
of te subcommittees on nuclear
can't be filled, the oth 5,000 students
November 1982, will speak to
Orono residence hall to Close in the
re,Mdlation and regional and commun- (90 percent)have to •ick up the tab.
approximately 1,600 undergraduate )
future.
ity development:
and graduate students who are
candidates-for degrees.
Mitchell was selected from a
number of candidate suggestions
submitted to President Paul Silverman
by the Senior Council and others from
•
the campus community.
Joan A. Cambridge, special assistant to the president, said Mitchell's
selection -was "most appropriate."
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Have a beer on us
Present this coupon toThe
Peer Alcohol Booth at the
Healthfair in the Memorial
Union,Wednesday April 6
11 am-4pm.
( While supply lasts)

VMS

Please
have

. This
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rig. If
,f this
Call

Spring
"Coke-Special"
1 free Coke with each
two item pizza delivered.

FRENCH POSTCARDS!

Compare our prices
and save!!
Delivery only

(also American, English & Others)

Humor, Animals, At,
Nostalgic Americana,
Personalities, Satire, more!
Come see!

9pen Friday Nights

nt and
pastor
istor of

Posters
'
Stickers
Greeting Cards
Partyware
Unique Gifts

866-21121‘
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Visit us in in our Tap Room.
Offer. expires May 13, 1983
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Spring brings mud to the "tundra"

"Sel4
offei

By Wayne Rivet
Staff Writer

The "tundra" was constructed by
students as a Maine Day service project
in 1977. Bill Carney, a former senator
It's 1 p.m., class begins in 10
of Somerset Hall, organized the
minutes. A Hilltop Complex resident,
Project and collected funds for the
who has a class in Coburn Hall, is
path's construction. Carney collected
confident • about the prospects of $50 each from Somerset, Knox and
arriving at class on time. But spring has
Androscoggin Halls.
arrived and the pathway known as the
Hilltop Complex Board contributed
"tundra" resembles a mud wrestling
$150, Off-Campus Board $150,
ring. The student chooses a different
Residential Life S-I25' and -Student
route and is late for class.
Senate $125.
The tundra, a path located behind
Plans to pave the path were
Jenness Hall, will remain a gravel
discussed, but no action followed.
surface indefinitely. Peter Dufour,
Dufour said other construction
grounds and services superintendent, projects near the pathway have delayed
said the pathway may be tarred in the
a pavement decision.
future but pavement remains a low
"There was talk of expanding
priority.
Jenness Hall but that idea fell through.
"There is no pressing need to pave
Then the idea of expanding the parking
the pathway. The path is well
lot was discussed, leaving the path in
maintained. Each_oar the grounds - doubt," Dufour said.
crew check the condition of the path
Many students are unhappy with the
and repairs are made," Dufour said.
path's condition. Students said the
"With a small budget, problem areas
gravel surface becomes muddy during
should be taken care of first."
the spring thaw and on rainy days.
g

senior week senior week senior week senior week senior week senior week senior week senior week g

Senior Week Presents:
One
"

Last Hurrah!"

Fr

Senior Semi-Formal *

Featuring: "AXIS"
Friday April 8th, 1983

By Jim Ci
Staff Writ

Hilltop residents find walking to class on the "tundra" a muddy prospect.
(Ronan photo)
Keene,
Joe
agricultural election but failed in fulfilling his
mechanization major and Somerset campaign goal.
Hall resid9aid the pathway should
Lisa Fleming, an Oxford Hall
be tarred,because of its constant use.
resident, said she would like to see the
"Hilltop and Stewart Commons
tundra paved.
residents Use the tundra as a major
"I think it should be tarred because
route when walking to the Memorial
the present form costs the university -Union or library," Keene saick---nioney;"—Fleming said. "An asphpit
1 lDuring the spring, the path is reallY surfirrepairs
ace would reduce yed
7:muddy. I still use the tundra when it's like washouts or potholes."
muddy because it's a shorter distance
George Langevine, a former Hilltop
to travel."
resident, disagrees.
Keene's brother, Mathew, a 1979
"I think the path should remain the
UMO graduate, based his Student
same. I think the path is in good
Senate campaign on one issue, possible
shape," Langerine said.
tundra pavement. Keene '±Iwon the
‘‘‘‘‘••••••••••••••% %•% %•‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘•‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘
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B.Y.O.B.
!Stewart Cafeteria 9-lam Semi-Formal Dress!
Coupies:$5.00
Singles:$3.00
Sponsored by 1983 Senior Council
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ORONO HOUSE

PIZZA
OF
University Mall Stillwater Ave.

•

•
•

Orono

827-5421

z
•

$1 off any large pizza
with this coupon
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"Selecting a major" workshop
offered by Career Office
By Jim Counihan
Staff Writer

........

ect.
his

student's time at the university
beyond the normal four years.

Many students at UMO are feeling
"I see more students at the
the anxiety brought on by choosing or sophomore and junior level changing
changing. a major. To relieve these
majors to suit their own expectations
—anxieties, the Office of Career and abilities," says Hastie.
Planning and Placement is sponsoring
Dr. Clyde Folsom, Staff Counselor
a workship, "Selecting a Major" from
at the University of Maine Counseling
i• 3:30 to 5 p.m. on April 7, at the
Center. will be participating in the
emoria inion. —
workshop.
Folsom will explore
Kathryn Hastie, a graduate intern at attitudes and anxieties of students who
C.P.P. who has worked to organize the —face a selection or change of major.
seminar, says "Many_students haven't"
Toole, Associate Profess?r
looked at-all the factors in selecting a of Mathematics and Coordinator of
major." Academic Advising for the College of
Hastie says 'many mote second
Atts and Sciences, will discuss—The
semester sophomores and first
factors and methods for choosing or
semester juniors are deciding to changing a major.
change majors. This can often mean - —Two-UMO seniors, Michael Roy and
attending one or more summer Susan Nason, will relate problems they
sessions or even prolonging a , faced in major selection and change.

Stewart Commons gets a facelift

Hall
the
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rsity
hlt
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By Paul Coak
Staff Writer
• Stewart Complex students returning
from spring break were treated to a
fresh look as a new carpet and painted
wall awaited them attheir complex
cafeteria.
The renovations, made while
students were vacationing, were
finishing touches on a project that
began two years ago. This project
included only the side of the cafeteria
closest to Adroscoggin Hall.
Cathe Wood, Stewart Complex

coordinator, said, "Two years ago this
side was renovated and we wanted to
put a carpet down then. We decided to
give it time to see how much this floor
would be used for activities such a:.
dances."
Moriarty,
director—Of
Ross
Residential Life, said the wall paint
wasn't planned on but there was a lot
of criticism about the color of the wall
so it was painted.
The earlier renovations, which
involved replacing worn equipment,
cost $163,000. The improvements done
over break cost anestimated $5,500.

MAY TERM 1983
May 16-June 3
Registration

••••

APRIL 15 is the deadline for registration. Courses with
insufficient enrollment will be cancelled as of April 15.
Students may register for scheduled courses after April 16 if
space is available.
Registration—irill be on Continuing Education Division
materials which may be obtained at 14 Merrill
Tuition:
Undergraduate-$47.00 per credit hour.
Graduate-$54.00 per credit hour.
Payment of tuition and fees in full is required at the time
registration.

Housing
Double room per week-$41.90
Single room per week-$50.00
Dining Halls will not be open during May Term. Meals can be
obtained in Union Building,___

To register, call or visit the C.E.D. office
in 14 Merrill Hall. Tel. 581-3142.
Classes are not scheduled to meet on Monday, May 30, which is Memorial Day.

vt*
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Make it with us and
the sky's the limit.

Looking for a chance to move in the fast lane?
Then check out Marine Corps Aviation. The training
is superb. The challenges are unique. Your ticket to
,fly is your college diploma and your drive to succeed.
If you've got what it takes, you could be at the

controls of anything from a Cobra to a Harrier to the
hottest thingflying, the F-18 Hornet.
See your Marine Corps Officer Selection Officer
when he visits your campus or call him,at the number
listed below,today.
proudThe Marines

fevi.The.

you

ca0e one of

ns.The

May

Call your Selection Officer collect at (603)668-0830 or see him at
Wells Commons from 10 AM to 2PM on April 7th and 8th.
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Power play
hose who have power like to keep it. It is not
expected that those who haveit will want to
share it with others.
Therefore, it should come as no surprise to anyone
that the Board of Trustees is fighting to prevent
students and faculty from sharing some of its -power.
HOT members spent most of yesterday afternoon
in Augusta arguing against legislation that would put
two faculty and two student members on the BOT.
As of now,the only official input students and
faculty have at t'he BOT meetings are the non-voting
student and faculty representatives.
Students and faculty correctly argue that because
they have no vote on the BOT, their input can be
easily ignored. Students and faculty should and need
a voice on the BOT. It should not be forgotten that
the university is here for the students and that the
most important work is done by the faculty.
The legislation Was introduced by State Sen.
Kenneth Hayes of Veazie, a professor of political
science at UMO and a former head of the faculty union. Hayes is right when he says the BOT is too far
away from the educational process and that the BOT
"needs new blood."
The BOT is opposed to having either students or
faculty on the board but it appears the idea of having
faculty members on the BOT is particularly offensive
to them. They argue that the collective bargaining
process would be destroyed and that faculty members
would only be representing the union in all matters
the BOT takes up.
Some at the hearings said the bill could be changed
so that faculty members would be excluded from the
BOT meetings when collective bargaining is taken

,

up. But the HOT still says it is opposed to having
faculty or students on the board, even under an
amended bill. This is unreasonable.
The BOT not only argued against a more
representative BOT, but it also argued against a bill
that would have changed the name of the "University
of Maine at Orono" to the "University of Maine"
and it also argued against a good idea to create an
educational commission to study the state of public
higher education in Maine.
The bill to change the name of the Orono campus
was introduced by Hayes and is clearly a pro-Orono
bill. There are alumni who say the name change will
be a morale booster and a fund raising aid for the
Orono campus. They say it will rightly distinguish
Orono as the center of the university system.
The third bill the trustees opposed is possibly the
most important for all of the people of Maine. A
commission that can evaluate the problems of
Maine's higher education and then make
recommendations to correct those problems is
something that could help improve education in
Maine and improve the Maine economy.
All totalled, it appears the BOT is more interested
in the status quo, a mediocore one at that, than
improving the lot of students, faculty and the state of
Maine. It's now in the legislature's hands to take the
lead and demand some needed changes.

44,

Eyes Right
FRANK HARDING

Diploma phobia
There seems to be some strange
affliction gripping a small segment of
our student population.
Its symptoms include, but are not
limited to: basic apathy; resentment of
the intrusion- of basivresponsibilities
into one's day-to-day happiness; an
increase in the amount of time
required to perform a constant amount
-of -work; a finer appreciation of
springtime and things out-of-doors; a
trend toward staying in bed later each
morning; and a general avoidance of
buildings known to contain educational
reference volumes.
This condition affects all manner of
students, but it seems to strike most at
seniors. usually those in .their
graduating semester. Do not however,
conclude that they suffer from typical
cases of senioritis. This affliction is far
more serious. It's called "graduationparanoia."
Those suffering from it have an
psychopathic
almost
fear
of
accumulating 120 credits or more.
They worry that, innocently tosses out
into the cold, cruel world with nothing
more than an $I I cap and gown set and
a rolled-up paper—they will be unable
to cope, to find suitable employment
or to enjoy a carefree existence outside
the confines of the university
community.
The very thought of
accepting
a
diploma, President
Silverman's handshake and
the
applause of their out-of-state relatives
all in one day sends them into spasms
of anxiety.
As a sad consequence, these
souls will do virtually anything to
avoid that mid-may walk to the
podium. They change majors two,
three, even four times. They are prone
to carrying only 12 credits each
semester. They refuse to fulfill the
Arts
and
Sciences
language
requirement. Some even go so far as to
intentionally fail courses they could
easily pass.
Just recently I was diagnosed as a
sufferer of graduation -paranoia. I'm
only a first-semester senior, long.ago
committed to the five-year plan, yet
already I break out in a sweaty panic
when the thought of a December
graduation interrupts my daydreams.
But I put my affliction into remission
by dropping a class. So, unless some
fit of insanity prompts me to take 21
credits next fall, I won't be graduating
until next May.
You can't imagine the rush that hit
me as I handed my withdrawal form to
the secretary at the Registrar's Office.
"Ah sweet freedom," I said to myself,
"I'm staying here for a while yet."
But now I'm worried for I seem to
have exhausted all my other options. I
foolishly passed intermediate-level
French my freshman year when I
couldn't wait to graduate. Journalism/
history is the fourth major program
I've chosen; all that's left are obscure
liberal arts and the sciences which
would only drive me from the
university. And desperate as I may be.
my ego simply won't allow me to fail a
course: So if 4 can't avoid earning 21
credits next year,
be donning cap
and gown to pose for my grandmother's Kodak Come May 1984, like it
or not.
Except, of course, there's always
graduate school....
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_Communications gap ires Hart women

when
writing...

There is a definite lack of
To the Editor:
between
This is in regard to the communication
simple, orderly process of Residential Life and Hart Hall
obtaining a room in Hart Hall. staff regarding the situation.
As of8 p-.1n. Tuesday about 30 Months ago we were assured
girls are 'camped outside the that there would be adequate
girls
Wells Complex Office We are rooms available for
Hart.
wishirig
to
remain
in
(?)
on
the
rumor
here based
that only 11 rooms remain Eleven Moms is hardly
fig the 30 some odd
available in Hart Hall for the
already
waiting. We are
girlt
83-84 school year.

The Maine Campus welcomes letters to the'editor. Letters shoutd
be 300 words or less and include a name and telephone number.
Anonymous and _men letters are welcome, but names will be
withheld'from publication only under special circumstances. The
Maine Campus reserves the right to edit letters for length, taste and
libel.

heNir' American symbol?
Tothe Editor:
Band overseas, anything is
I erijciy-- reading The Maine
better than erecting ludicrous
Campus and I am frequently fiberglass idols!
amused by the letters to the
Seeing the ever-smiling
editor column. I am non-vioclown day after day, rain or
lent in nature and rip until this
_shine reminds me ofa scene M
,point I have felt no need to "The Great Gatsby" in which
express my gripes via this
the billboard of—Dr. T.J.
colUmn. However, I have daily
Eckleburg overlooks the waste
confronted an obstacle which I
land between East and West ean no longer stand. I am— Egg. Just like the eyes on the
writing of the tremendous
billboard watching Nick,Carr—waste of money put into the
away, I feel the unseeing eyesconsiruction of MacDonaldof that inane buffoon every
land playgrounds.
time I pass the corner of _
It's not Ronald himself that
Stillwater and College
brings my blood to boil. It's
avenues and it makes my
the statue and all that it stands
stomach turn.
for. I live on a tight budget
Passing the forced carnival
and feel guilty for spending 50 atmosphere created by this
'cents a week on video games. playground everyday, I can't
When I think of the millions of help but wonder what depths
dollars that put a Ronald
society has fallen to. Is a
MacDonald slide in everyone's
gleaming yellow and white
backyard I want W puke.
clown the symbol of America?
I realize that in building
Is cheap nickelodeon music
these obscene kiddie haps, The the song of prosperity? Is
MacDonald's corporation is - plastic commercialism the
saving millions in taxes but only way to appeal to 'the
F
couldn't tHey -channel their
masses? I hope not.
money into something more
useful? Build more Ronald
Frank Stetson
Houses, send the _Mao'.
Old Town
Donald's All-Star High School

BLOOM COUNTY
Wt.!IT PPFEPRSTHAT (7'5
HINTING 5EASO4
PAP JU51 I#MAT ARE CUR
INTREPIP laatIER5 AMODIO

very
disgusted
and
disappointed with the lack of
honesty, communication and
accuracy. Considering the,
$1200 room and board we pay
each semester, are ourexpectations unreasonable?
Robi Woodman
Katie Hoffmann
Kat Moran

by Berke Breathed
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Rob Doscher

Commentary

The road to Portland
• the quickest way to get to Portland?
W hat's
One way would be to fly to Boston, take a
train to Hartford and then drive along the
highways to Portland on a Greyhound.
Or one could just take 1-95 to Portland.
I guess it is really a matter of personal
preference as to whether the journey or the
destination is of greater priority. The decision is
up to the traveler although most would decide that
common sense dictates finding a location and
choosing the best route of getting there.
With that problem settled, how can we arrive at
peace?
One way would be to build a huge defensive
system so impregnable no one could attack and get
near your military or industrial sites. This system
would exemplify a Maginot Line, a fortifications
plan so complete no area of the country would be
vulnerable to 'enemy attack. President Reagan's
Maginot Line, an antiballistic, missle system,
would cost taxpayers billions of dollars. Reagan
hopes ABM deployment would, veil America
under an umbrella of security against Russian
attack.
This route toward peace is rather indirect and
not really guaranteed. It is true the ABM system
would put an armor around our nation, one
resembling that of a turtle. But a turtle is only
safe as long as no one flips. it on its back and
penetrates its soft belly. Besides, we all know
_

what happened to the people of France during
World War II, nestled behind their. great Maginot
Line.
Or you could just build a tremendous army and
navy so terrifying and powerful that an enemy
would cower like a scolded pup under the hand of
a stern master. This armada of men and arms
would also cost the taxpayer billions of dollars
which may substitute financial aid for college
students and the funding of social improvement
programs. But, a destitute society under the most
powerful nation is much better off than a
prospering society in a military weak Country the
generals argue.
This vast weapons buildup could possibly deter
other nations from attacking a powerful United
States. However, we all know what happened to
the military might of Spain after her invincible
Armada sailed against England in 1588.
These two routes still lack the necessary
chemistry for formulating a world peace. I'm
not talking about an arms reduction Dr-treaty.
Treaties are made to be broken. I'm not talking
about peace; no war, no killing and no more
public money being spent so private defense
industry executives can parade around in
Cadillacs. I'm talking about a peace which allowa
more federal monies to be spent educating the
underpriveleged, protecting the environment or
subsidizing small potato farmers.

Peace is only ai state of mind and it can either
succeed of fail depending on the attitude of the
human race, that's us, you and me. War is only
more profitable than peace if we let it be. Peace
cannot be manufaCtured at Bath Iron Works, but
monies not spent on war can be used on Maine's
crumbling highways.
Peace exercises the muscles of the mind and not
the biceps. It is an agreement between consenting
Peace cannot be
individuals or societies.
measured in explosive power or miles of
fortifications and there really is no definite route
toward peace except plain determination and
consent.
Perhaps world peace will never be achieupil but
that is sad because so many people, speakinvery
language', want it.
s
i
2 ry be
Peace, with all its intangible ideals, will
als,
achieved by people: farmers, lawyers,
es
presidents, seeking a solution, making
irst
and refusing to let go of their lives with
bringing about world peace.
The time has come when we stop thinkinout
getting to Portland by way of Boston and
Hartford.
Rob Doseher is a senior Journalism/Plant and.
Soil Technology majorfrom Darien, Conn.
-
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.130T—(Continued from page 1)
Lincoln said the exceptions were
Senate with an' ought to pass"
recommendation, but co-chairperson —made because the a pomfees added a
specific value to the board, had special
Rep. Stephanie Locke said work would conditions attached (such as agreeing
have to be done on the bill during a not to work in that area for two years
"workshop" session.
The major after leaving the board) and would
problem is what role a faculty member rarely have to disqualify themselves.
on the BOT should have in collective
Locke suggested the committee get
bargaining negotiations between the an estimate of the time the BOT
board and the Associated Faculties of spends on collective bargaining and
the University of Maine.
attempt to work out a provision to
Doty told the committee, "Feel free remove a faculty member's ability to
to amend it (the bill). We are willing to participate in it.
set aside that responsibility."
"The more I hear, the more I need to
However. Lincoln said if faculty
know what's going on because it
members spent "50 to 75 percent of doesn't
look like things are going
the time disqualifying themselves, it
good," Locke said. "We've had a
would not be a meaningful position."
steady stream of bills on this through
She said that even if the faculty spent
the years.
This appears to be_a
less time . disqualifying themselves,
problem, and we've got to find out
they "could be construed as being
there to protect their own rights" what it is."
However, Brown said, "In 1968,
under the Maine Labor Relations Law_
The committee was not happy with- they(the legislature) opted for a true
Lincoln's statement. Locke pointed tet--- trusteeship. A trustee is one who holds
previous appointments to the Maine legal title and performs a service for a
Guarantee Authority and the Maine client. By converting the board into
Housing Authority which were con- one in which the trustees are a board of
flicts of interest, and special constituent groups, you throw that out
exceptions were provided for the the window.
appointees.
"If you feel-theretatiSatba• way for

•

PROTESTANT WORSHIP
Thursday, noon to 12;15

•

ahead ofthe

Drummond Chapel
Memorial Union
Sunday evening, 6:15
MCA Chapel

•

where I always get a sad story over
them to be heard, we will accept your
decision. But be careful. You'll find confusion of the identity of the school.
It sounds like a loss of loyalty that,
an increasing reluctance to find people
affects funding by alumni."
who will serve on the BOT."
Proponents of the bill took pains to
Hayes introduced the bill to change
say they were not putting down the
the name of the UMO to the University
of Maine, saying, "Agencies look at other University of Maine campuses,
but trustee Harrison Richardson II said
the name University of Maine with
that was a misconception • easily
some meaning, but they look at the
reached because of the bill.
name UMO unclearly. When the name
of the Portland-Gorham campus was
"I don't think it's true," Richardson
changed to the University of Southern said. "But some feel the Orono view is
Maine, Chancellor Patrick McCarthy that other campuses are not of the
announced he had great " pride in same quality and that its funds are
changing the name to USM because of being dissapated. The real concern is
the positive impact."
that Orono gets everything. If you
Committee member Sen. Walter make the name change, you're calling
Hitchins told Hayes he felt it was an other campuses second class citizens."
unnecesizity Change which would cost
is
a
there
Richardson
said
money in stationery and sign changes.
"unifying" influence with the name
"Other than stationery, it would be UMO. He said the system was put
a painless change," Hayes said. "It is together to "focus" money and
a measure of the uniqueness of a 7 programs-to get-The optimum amount
school. I would truly hope unique of development and products out of
names would be provided for the other - the universities.
campuses."
"What you're seeing is a last wistful
Warren Burns. associate professor
way
of speech communication at UMO, look over the shoulder at the
said.
Richardson
were,"
things
called the bill "intelligent and useful. 1
travel a lot to conferences and seminars

Reinforce your college degree by getting a better start
hrough Army ROTC's special Two-Year Program.

A DIFFERENT PE
Black Bears on the
which is all artifici

WIN WITH

The Maine Christian Association
the A-frame at 67 College Ave.

I

ARMY ROTC

FRIENDS -14 EARTH. —Da Thursday,
April 7. David Shish, president of the Maine
chapter of Friends of the Earth will be on
campus (7:30 p.m., N. Bangor Loungei to
show a film on the "soft energy path" and
discuss how a IMO or eastern Maine section
of VOA.. might be formed. F.O.E. is an
International organization concerned with the
full range of the world's ecological crisis.

Repa
By Bob McPhee
Staff Writer

4th Annual
Marsh Island Photography
Contest & Exhibition 1983
Deadline April 7
Cash Prizes
Exhibit Photo Salon, April
Details at Directors Office,
Memorial Union

MAKE LASTING
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It includes six weeks of challenging
summer training that's both tough, but
rewarding. When you finish, you'll be in the
best shape ever. And proud of it!
Earn good money during your training,
plus an additional $100 per month when you
return to college as an Army ROTC
Advanced Course student
Meet students like yourself from more
than 275 college campuses all over the
country — making lasting friendships you'll
never forget.
So take the best shortcut to your future,
no matter what your career goals may be.
Begin the Basic Start with Army ROTC —
and stay ahead of the game!
For details and more information, call or
contact the Department of Military Science.
JUST CALL:

581-1125
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A DIFFERENT PERSPECTIVE— A look at the pre-game activities of the UMO
Black Bears on their recent trip to Florida. Playing at Mark Light Stadium,
which is all artificial turf, Maine coach John Winkin (number 5) watches as

Dickie Whitten (left) approaches the batting cage. The player leaving the cage is
unidentified.

Sports
Repair of"unsafe"UMO rifle range $70,000
By Bob McPhee
Staff Writer
The future of the UMO rifle team is
uncertain sunless the Athletic Department spends $70,000 to repair the
shooting range to comply with state
and military health and safety
regulations.
The shooting range was ruled
unsafe by the Occupational Health and
Safety Administration (OHSA) and
military inspectors from Fort Devans.,
in Massachusetts because of improper
ventilation and bare steel beams:
, Renovations of the range, located in
the ROTC building, were first
estimated at $31,000 to cover some
"-Steel beams with two inches of
• Douglas fir or plywood. The bare
beams were discovered by two
inspectors from Fort Devans.
"The wood would prevent a bullet
from ricocheting into a person," said
coach Sgt. Lawrence Gray of the
United States Army.
Gray felt the ventilation should be
checked out to get the comptete cost
for repairs, so OHSA was called.
"He placed a meter on the shooters
and found the lead fumes are eight
times higher than normal," Gray said.
To comply with OHSA rules, the
vents must be moved to the front of the
range and cold air from outside must
be blown in.
The range is owned by the
university so the Athletic Department
has given Gray a tenative repair date
of July 1984, but even that is

uncertain.
"We're. not a money producing
team so the Athletic Department is
hesitant about paying for the project,"
Gray said.
The university rented the Great
Works Rifle Range in Old Town, for
$600, this year for practice and home
meets and will do so again next year.
"We-hate for the team to travel two
miles every time they practice but there
is no alternative because we just can't

afford to remodel the range. Assistant
Athletic Director Linwood Carvelle
said. "It's a shame to cut out riflery
because the team has been so,
successful."
Carvelle wareferring to the 17 New
England Championships the team has
won since 1959.
"We are the winningest team in
UMO history," Gray said. "The 1983
team included nine members; six males

and three females. One male was
second in New England and one of my
females placed seventh," Gray said.
The team shoots with Anschutz rifles,
valued at $1,500, which shoot 22
caliber bullets.
Gray said the rifle is so sensitive that
a person's heartbeat can cause them to
fire so thickly padded leather gloves
are used.

Intramural Director receives
leadership and service award
a reason for resigning. He is the
By Bob McPhee
coordinator
of a Tr -state workshop to
Staff Writer
be held November 18 and 19 at
Dave Ames, director of intramurals
Plymouth State College in New
at UMO was presented a service award
Hampshire.
by
the
National
IntramuralRecreational Sports Association for
"A group of 10 or 12 of us (Maine,
outstanding leadership and service as a
New Hampshire and Vermont) got
state director during the association's
together at the convention and decided
35th convention held in Nashville,
to hold a workshop to get some small
Tenn., March 25-30.
colleges involved in intramurals such as
"I had no idea," he said. "It's quite
University of Maine at Farmington and
an honor."
_ _UMaine Augusta," he said.
Ames resigned his post as state
Ames also serves on the National
director of intramurals, a post he has
Recreational Sports Week Committee.
held for six years.
"Next April we hope every college and
"I felt it was tithe for another person
university in the country will promote
to have the opportunity of holding the
some type of sport for the entire
position," he said. "My assistant,
week," he said. "This is a way to
John Campbell, will be the new state
increase
awareness of intramural
director."
programs."
Ames cited his other involvments as

Inside Sports
A dream or
nightmare p. 10
Phi Slama
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Commentaries

A dream or nightmare?
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By Tim Rice
Staff Writer

average up to where a future Hall o'
Famer should. This is his last hurrah,
and the cap' is more psyched for a
pennant than he was in '67.
For years my only answer has been a
Carney who? Wade Boggs hit nearly
smirk and a shrug. I can't answer them
.350 last season, and he'll do it again in
because I'm not sure myself. Friends
1983. Not many players can claim they
snicker; the others sneer. They all
only struck out twice in spring training,
guess, and I've been called everything
but Boggs can. When he gets a tan
from optimistic by my girlfriend to
people are gonna mistake him for Rod
masochistic by my own father. I clidn't
Carew.
know why, until now. But I'm a
Dave Stapleton at first base finally
Boston Red Sox fan. And this year it's
has a position he can call his own.
gonna be different.
Stape is going to respond to that
I prefer to think it has something to
securityby having the kind of year he's
do with loyalty. It can't be just
capable of having. I can't remember a
optimism, because I'm sure this time.
time when he's choked_ a rally. I
There's no question .about it. 1983 is
predict .320, 15, and 100 for Stape.
-the year of the Bosox.
Glenn Hoffman has finally come
So they lost opening day. So what.
into his own, and like Yaz, Glenn kept
There are 161 games left to go, and all
the Sox at the top until the All-Star
the signs spell pennant. Just look at
break. Julio Valdez, who hit .370 in
the cogs and wheels that will make this
spring training, will be able to take
powerhouse tear up the American
some of the strain off Glenn, and keep
League. The line-up says it all.
him fresh.
There's no question that Jerry Remy
Rich Gedman, the powerfully built
is one of baseball's steadiest second
catcher who was named Sporting News
offensively
and
basemen-, both
rookie of the year in 1981 ties shrugged
defensively. His clutch hitting and
off his injuries now; and will be back
ability to get on base is going to spark
in top form. Look for a .300 season'
the Sox into winning well over 100
from Gedman, and you can count on
games.
him belting at least 20 homersy
Dwight Evans and the bazooka that
The best manager in baseball, Ralph
hangs from his right shoulder, makes
Houk, has a vastly improved pitching
up the right field portion of an outfield
staff to go along with the added depth
that should frequently send Red Sox
from players like Jeff Newman and
fans into shudders of orgiastic bliss.
Marty Barrett.
His hitting has been tremendous the
Ace Dennis Eckersly (just a bad day
past couple of seasons, and there's no-yesterday. Who can get psyched to
reason to think it'll get anything but
pitch against the Toronto Blue Jays?)
better.
will definitely win 20 games in '83.
Jim Rice, Boston's power and glory,
Most probably 25. The fire from the
will patrol the other side of that dream
left side will come from John Tudor,
outfield. Rice, the only man in recent
who has a promising career ahead.
times predicted to break Hank Aaron's
The bullpen, a crew that other
home run record, is always the scariest
managers would consider working for
thing to face pitchers, with the
George Steinbrenner to have, has
exception of a line drive to the
repeatedly been called one of baseball's
forehead. Rice should hit at least 40
best. Workhorse Bigfoot Stanley and
four-baggers this season.
his dazzling sinker will anchor a staff
Tony Armas, the Sox clean up man
of relievers that boasts names like
is the best reason I know of not to pitch
Mark Clear and Luis Aponte.
around Rice. A perennial 30-home-run
Who, believers, can compare with the
threat, Armas wilt hit a minimum of 50
1983 Boston Red Sox? None, if the
with the hungry green monster
truth be known.
An immensely
beckoning to him in left.
_ _
improved club from the one that
The man they call Yaz —didn't
finished a mere six games out of first in
command a five-minute standing
1982, this year's Bean Town Bombers
ovation yesterday for nuthin'. The
won't
be
stopped
until
Carl
captain carried the teamwith a .300Yastrzemski dons his World Series
plus average until the All-Star break
ring.
last year, when he became overworked.
This is the year they'll say the
This season he won't play every
dynasty
was born.
does,
he'll keep thatbut when -he-

By Ken Waltz
Staff Writer
The nightmare has begun.
No, this is not the final story before
a Soviet nuclear missle hits UMO. It's
not even one on the likelihood of the
food in the commons getting worse.
The focus of this article is on a pain
The
close to many of out hearts:
opening of another Boston Red Sox
season.
What started out as a relaxing
afternoon in front of the television set,
turned into a deep sleep I thought I
would never wake up from. It h—
happened once again. Please,
wake me up!
The lowly Toronto Blue Jays flew
into Fenway Park (a place that should
have been turnt6-.a—parking lot
years ago) Tuesdayaid hammered the
"wait till next year" Red Sox 7-1 to set
the scene for what should be a
"banner" poor season.
The line-up says it all.
The lead off hitter, second baseman
Jerry Remy, who is currently on the
disabled list with a bad back, should
probably ask to remain there for the
rest of the season. Sure, he is a tough
out and gets on base frequently, but
when is he ever going to steal half the
bases Ricky Henderson does for the
Oakland Athletics?
The second hitter is right fielder
Dwight Evans. Possibly the best right
fielder in baseball, right? I don't think
so. Who does he think he is fooling.
He has two good seasons out of 10 and
he's a superstar? Come on. He'll
deflate his own and our inflated
optimism by having one of his middle
1970 seasons in 1983.
Jim Rice will bat thifd and play left
field.
.Everyone expected Rice to
break Hank Aaron's homerun record
when he came up in 1975. I think
someone should probably point out to
Rice that the fence is another 270 feet
tteyond the shortstop. Then he may
not hit into another 6-4-3 doubleplay.
The new acquisition, Tony Armas,
will try to fill the shoes of one ot tne
true ball players the Red Sox had in
Carney Lansford. Armas should be
good for his usually 120 to 130
strikeouts this season. The good thing
about this is he keeps the ball park
cooled off with those wild swings.
Now to the designated hitter, Carl
Yastrzemski. When is he going to
retire?
Sure he can still hit the

—
righthanders and the fastball, but this
60
is the American League where
percent of the pitchers are left-handed
and don't knav the word fast ball.
Get a clue Yaz, it is time to hang it up.
Now to the third baseman Wade ,
Boggs. He is a player I can relate to.
Good bat control, hard working young
man. Now if he will only get the hell.
out of Boston. He will probably suffer
the sophomore jinx anyway just like
Dave Stapleton and Rich Gedman did.
Which brings us to Stapleton and
9edman, the starting first baseman
'and catcher Ralph Houk's (the man's
got to wish he's stayed in retirement)
Red Sox. Last season Stapleton found
a home at first base, having quite
enough of touring the other infield
positions, but he forgot one thing: his
bat. You have to be able to hit Dave,
why do you think they finally brought
you up from the minors when you were
28 years old? It certainly wasn't for
your fielding.
Now to Gedman. The youngster-- —
who often lets his mind wander to
other places even when he has a pitcher
throwing a ball to him at speeds of 95
mph. He had a fine first season but
decided to follow Stapleton's lead and
forget where he left his Louisville
slugger.

Interested In Caring?

Interested In Sharing?

Interested In Service And Leadership?

Investigate The Circle It International Club
Organizational Meeting-- Wednetday, April 6, 1983
7:00-9:00 p.m.
Peabody Lounge. Memorial ,Union
Former High School Key Club Members Cordially Invited

I guess no review would be complete
without mentioning that "throw 'em
there and watch where they land"
pitching corps of the Sox. The starters
aren't worth mentioning and the loss
of durable Tom Burgmeir has left the
bulk of the fire fighting to Bob
Stanley. Watch out Bob, you may get
burned. Stanley, a Maine native (I
knew there was a reason I liked him),
should help keep the sinking ship
afloat at least until it is mathema1tcally
osn,M
do
ayn,lt.
elim
yvie
nialtegduy
ask me to throw.
you a life jacket. Anyway, Buddy
LeRoux probably bought them for a
good price at the steel plant. Watch
out, you'r going under.
Long live the Titanic.

Orono Family
Medicine
866-5531

-Bring A Friend

gift
.

For Further Information
_ Call John Russell. 866-2463
' See You There!
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Finally to t
number nine hitter,
shortstop Glenn Hoffman.
He
certainly ain't no Rick Burleson now is
he? Oh yeah, his fielding is steady, but
where is the punch in the wood he
carries to the plate every at bat. He
belongs right where he is—the end of
the no-punch Red Sox lineup.

If tradition holds true, the Red Sox season will probably be somewhere between a dream and a nightmare
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Mahaney Diamond grandstand to seat500
lEliNancy Storey
.Staff Writer
Construction is underway and
by April 18, when the Black
Mahaney
first
hit
Bears
Diamond, a new grandstand
should be completed for up to
500 spectators.
The grandstand is the largest
improvement to the field this
year, but it is far from being the
only one. Larry Mahaney, one of
os. the team's largest benefact s,
.has made it possible to make
number of improvements to Take'

nare ,

place this year.
In addition to the grandstand,
a new press box, a 48 foot
scoreboard located in left field,
and a new warning track and
drainage system for the infield
will be added to the field for this
season.
Work is coming along on the
grandstand and Coach John
Winkin is extremely pleased with
the renovations. The Maine team
has always drawn good crowds,
Winkin said, "even when I was
coaching against them," and
additional seats will be important

—
to a team which is now nationally
recognized.
The Bears will also play a
number of games on Sunday this
year, which has not been done in
the past. Schools are now willing
to play Sbnday games in order to
cut down on the amount of class
time missed and still fit the same
number of games into an already
short season. This could -also
more
work to bring out
spectators who, because of
various reasons, cannot attend
weekly afternoon.games.
Other than students, many

••

area residents are interested in
watching the Bears compete.
"It's safe to say baseball at
Maine has grown because of our
NCAA and College World Series
Winkin said,
appearances,"
"and many of our players are
identifiable to the fans because
they are from the state and
especially from this area." Jeff
Paul and Eddie Hackett are from
Orono, Tom Vanidestine is from
Bangor, and Rob Roy is from
Brewer.

intoPhiSlama Jama provides win

In
By Paul Cooks.,
Staff Writer

Enter one Lorenzo Charles into the
fraternity Phi Slama Jama. The 6-foot7 sophomore forward picked Derick
Whittenburg's 30-foot heave out of the
air and dunked it home with one
second left to give North Carolina
State's Wolfpack a 54-52 upset victory
over the top-ranked Houston Cougars
NCAA
basketball
in
-the
championship.
•
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The Wolfpack, heavy underdogs
seven first half field goals when he
Valvano ordered his team to foul at the
entering the' game, diTn't seem - wasn't- being chased [away by Cougar7
intimidated by. a Houston team that 'center Akeem Abdul Olajuwon.
first opportunity. They did, and it paid
entered the game with 180 dunks and
off as Houston missed the free throw
figure
Olajuwon was the dominant
.
257 blocked shots.
N.C..State rebounded;
and
-the-first half, but a coachmit_mistake
Instead, they jumped- blit -to
got
his
Lewis
Guy
coach
by Cougar
The Wolfpack called time- with 44
lead before Houston realized they were
left forward
team into trouble.
seven.
seconds on the clock to set up a final
in a game and scored the next
Clyde Drexler in the game until he
shot. Whittenburg fired from long
However, Wolfpack guards Sidney
picked up his fourth foul still, in-the
range with four seconds left to set up
Lowe and Whittenburg answered by
first half. N.C. State ended the half
Charles' heroics.
driving the middle and dishing off to leading
teammate Thurl Bailey, who_ canned
The sellout crowd at "The Pit" in
Houston opened the second half
Albequerque saw Houston have its •
with a 15-2 surge paced by guard
26-game winning streak snapped. The
Benny Anders and Olajuwon and led
40-35 before State settled down.
Wolfpack ended the season with a 10game streak of their own as they
At the 3:43 mark, the Wolfpack
became the first team ever to win the
started coming back. Two minutes
national crown with as many, as 10
later, Whittenburg hit a 22-footer to tie
losses.
the game at 52-52. State called time out
Olajuwon was the major. force for
and their coach, Jim Valvano, played
-Houston with 20 points, 17 rebounds__
Houstonhis strategy. Knowing that
and IS blocks. Bailey had...1.5 and
was a poor foul shooting team,
Whittenburg 14 for N.C. State.

New grandstand at Mahaney Diamond.(Tukey photo)

ALASKA
NEWFOUNDLAND and
LABRADOR

Whether it's baseball, softball,
track, tennis or other spring
activity, be sure to check the
action in the Maine Campus

WOLCOTT,VT
We are offering 3 summer field courses for credits
this June in the above locations. For further
information on these as well as our fall semester in
residence come to The south Bangor Lounge,
•Wednesday, April 6th between 7 and 9 p.m. or call or
write: The Center For Northern Studies

Wolcott, Vt. 05680 Phone:802-888-4331

Prism Positions Available
Applications are now available for the
positions-of Editor and Business Manager
of the Prism, for the school year of 19831984. You may pick up your application
at 107 Lord Hall or the Prism Office in
the Memorial Union. These are salaried
positions. Application Deadline: April
15th. Interviews: April 20th.

-•

ArmyROTC.
Nolv youcantakeit
iif2years,too.
If you missed taking Army ROTC in your first two years
iof college, you may not have missed out. Because of the
Army ROTC Two-Year program.You'll have to attend a special sixweek camp the summer before your junior year. But you'll be
well paid for it.
And altogether, you'll earn a total of about $2,900 to help you
through your last two years of college.Then you'll earn a commission as an officer at the same time you earn a college degree.
4111

CALL:

ROTC /MISSIONS OFFICER
UNIVERSITY OF hAUL
581-1125

•

,
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ARE YOU INTERESTED
•
IN IMPROVING YOUR ACCESSABILITY
TO COMPUTER TERMINALS?
... IF SO, READ BELOW
As was published- before March Break, the Computer
Committee of the -College of Engineering and Science has made
a number of recommendations concerning the accessibility of
computers on campus. All of the Committee's recommendations
are as follows:

-

Recommendations of the E & S Computer Committee
December 1982

•

1. Faculty training in and av:, eness of compu- ters -should be
emphasized. To help accomplish "this, the following steps are
recomended:
a.Current technology micro- Computers, with word processing and
compiler-level capabilities, and with com unication capabilities to
the existing CAPS computer, should be ade available to each
Engineering and Science faculty who desires th
b.Compatible work stations with letter-quality \printers should be
provided in each Engineering and Science department office.
c.Each Dcpartment should be equipped with a terminal supporting a
full CMS machine to expose faculty to word processing, electronic
mail, and similiar services and functions.
2.We recommend that a review be conducted within each Engineering
Department to determine:
a.the current state of professional practice in the appropriate area,
b.the status of computer use in the Department.
3.We recommend that the College should encourage the Schmidt
committee to continue planning for CAD/CAM facilities even if the
current IBM proposal is not funded. In this event, a proposal should be
prepared to seek other funding.
4.We believe that the University should target for a ratio of one
personal computer or terminal for every ten students. Further,
there should be at minimum a reasonably fast line printer for
every ten terminals.
5.We recommend that searches be initiated for outside funding
for computers and terminals for students and staff in The

—1

College. Possible sources include:
a.Foundations and private corporations
b.A Computer Usage Fee assessed—on—ail- students in the
College
c.A possible two-tiered fee system to
i.Pay only for computer or terminal usage, or
—11.A higher fee which would finance student lease of a
personal computer, leading to ownership of the machine at
graduation.
6.Procedures and mechanisms should be set up to make possible
computer purchases in volume by the University, for use of or sale to
the University community.
7.The College Computing Committee should focus its own attention
next year on the following topics:
a.A subcommittee should begin exploring various microcomputer
systems in detail.
b.The committee should encourage discussion of computing within
each Department in the College.
c.lt should explore mechanisms to serve as an educational support
group to assist faculty members who do not currently use
computers, and who have a desire to learn about them.
d.The committee should be supplemented by standing committees in
each Department charge with responding to ABET criticisms
concerning use of computers in the curriculum.
e.The committee should develop plans to go from the current state
of affairs to the "one keyboard/console for every ten students" ratio.
f.lt should provide monthly reports to the Faculty to encourage
general faculty input and responses to questions and issues
concerned with computers.

This information is published in an attempt to promote
student input into changes which will directly affect them.- To help inform students, the HUB Engineering Council is
sponsoring an informational panel discussion to be held on
Tuesday, April 26th, 1983 at 7:00 p.m. in 130 Little Hall.
Members of the Computer Committee will comprise the panel,
which will answer students' questions concerning the
Committee's recommendations.

•

4

We urge everyone concerned about the outcome of these
recommendations to attend this panel discussion.

Tuesday, April 26, 1983
at 7:00 p.m.
130 Little Hall
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